October 18, 2011

Stop the Exchange...Stop Obamacare

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase, president of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

The Blue Cross Blue Shield Association recently held a strategy session. One topic was titled, “What motivates conservatives to oppose creating exchanges?” Blue Cross is focused on countering “‘hard-core conservative’ states that are refusing to set up exchanges.”

I say conservatives must continue to refuse. Stopping the exchange stops Obamacare. One executive at UnitedHealth Group says exchanges are at the heart of making reform work. In other words, the exchanges are as vital to the success of Obamacare as the unconstitutional mandate to buy insurance.

Thus, no matter what Federal threats emerge, you must stop your State from creating an exchange. Call me if you need help.

Also, join us November 10th for “The Way Back to Liberty.” Our annual event features the constitutional attorney Jonathan Emord. Sign up at healthfreedomminute.net.
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